
Sat. 3/30 

Robert Mueller [9:17 PM] 

I know this will be a disappointment for many, but I wanted to give noGce prior to Monday. I started 
paying employees in advance almost 4 years ago in case cash flows fell short. February and March 
tradiGonally are the slowest cash flow months. Over these past two months we’ve had most expensive 
months ever especially with the move and new employees at the Utah office; a project I believe in just as 
much as our pinball project in Texas. I have used a majority of my own money to cover things during this 
Gme. Everything should have been fine, but unfortunately I got a message from my investment guys 
yesterday that several cases that we expected to be in last week were delayed. This will affect the payroll 
tomorrow. Because this happened late on a Friday, I am waiGng to get an update Monday morning. It 
could be a couple of days to a week. I do have cash for a parGal payment, but am waiGng to get an 
update before using those reserves. When the transfers come in I will get everyone back to normal and 
commit to puYng more reserves aside to protect payroll. 

Wed., 4/7 

Robert Mueller [5:13 PM] 

===================================== 

I wanted to give everyone an update. You deserve a full explanaGon. For employees and contractors. 

The UT studio which is an important part of our company was not going to be able to stay long in the 
small office it started in. The UT office market is very Gght, with slim pickings and expensive. I made what 
I thought (at the Gme) was a reasonable gamble in choosing the current space they moved in to. The 
gamble was having to pay a large up front rent amount during a Gme I knew investment dollars were 
going to be less than normal, to win the bidding on the space and to move in in the Gme it was needed. 

Mid Jan through Mar are very slow months for capital in flow. This year, several of our regular producers 
unexpectedly decided to take some Gme off which compounded the issue.  My personal reserves 
unfortunately could not cover both. I thank Nate and Scoa for the hard work scrambling trying to make 
up. They almost made this a non-issue by bringing together some quick producGon that was supposed to 
come in last week. However last Friday those several cases were delayed, our best guess is by at least 
two weeks. 

*I have discussed April projecGons with Nate and Scoa. Our pipeline is expected to return to normal by 
the week of the 22nd of April of approx $1MM per month. However there are some expenses (like TX 
rent and Amex) that have also been affected by this maaer that need to be prioriGzed.  I will make every 
effort to parGally or fully catch up pay by that week. It is the best guesGmate I have right now.* 

In full disclosure, we have over $40MM in assets backing up the enterprise (though illiquid for short term 
stuff like this). So it is just a maaer of Gme to recover liquid cash, and is not a quesGon of the company 
being strong or weak. 

My gamble cost my ability to put you first and I’m sorry. I understand this will put each of you in a 
difficult financial situaGon. Hard lessons are oken learned the hard way. And I stand humbled to have 


